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By Joseph H. Sollers

Trafford Publishing, Canada, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Dear Reader: Welcome to your book Into Other Worlds. I invite
you to bring a lively imagination and an open heart. I invite you to look in to my heart and share
with me, but please pay attention to the sound of my tear drops or of my breaking heart. Please see,
hear, and feel only the thoughts and feelings of other times, of others and people in times long
forgotten and think of their love and loss, there, in their world. - Joseph H. Sollers The biggest in
poetry (International Library of Poetry, Noble House of Barnes and Noble, and the International
Society of Poets) have been publishing my poetry internationally and saying that it is one of, if not,
the best each year for the whole world. Out in books are: 1996 - Aztec Sacrament and Baby s Breath,
The Best Famous Poems of 1996, published by the Poet s Society. 1998 - Conditions, A Celebration
of Poets, published by The International Library of Poets. 2000 - His Greatest Gift, Poetry s Elite,
published by . 2003 - The Roadrunner,...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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